
First NYC (10/3/15)
The Suffering Servant Unrecognized 

Isaiah 53.1–2 

Sermon 
"Look at that face!" § W those four words the leading pres candidate on 
the Repub side, Donald Trump, landed himself in a lot of hot water. He 
was of course describing the only female cand in the Repub primaries, 
Carly Fiorina. "Look at that face! Would anyone vote for that? Can you 
imagine that? I mean, she's a woman and I'm not s'posedta say bad 
things. But really, folks, come on. Are we serious?" Trump later said 
that he was referring to her persona, not her appearance, but as Fiorina 
stated at the subsequent debate, "I think women across this country 
heard very clearly what Mr. Trump said." "This is the face of a 61 year 
old woman. I am proud of every year and every wrinkle." 

§ That exchange last month put in the natl headlines an issue that our 
soc has been dealing with for some time: the idolatry of appearance. 
One of most powerful gods our culture worships: proof—peo will spend 
amazing amts of money in order to have right appearance, whether 
shape/cond of phys body, name of label on clothing, what we show 
ourselves doing on social media. & a prob soc recogs. In 2004 the Dove 
brand launched Campaign for Real Beauty after a global report "proved 
the hypothesis that def of beauty had become limiting & unattainable." 
Goal: "to challenge beauty stereotypes & invite women to join a convo 
about beauty." & as Dove concludes, "more to be done." 

More to be done not only bc soc promotes an unhealthy view of beauty 
but also bc there's something wrong w/in the human heart as it relates to 
appearance. What I'm calling idolatry of appearance. Not minimizing 
societal pressures that need to be corrected, but pointing out that 
societal pressures come from human hearts. So if there's a prob in soc—
& there clearly is—then to solve the prob we have to get at the human 
heart. & that's where today's text comes in: Isa 53 (p. ___). 
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If you weren't here last Lord's Table Sun, you might be saying, "Wait a 
sec, weren't we in Isa 41 last wk? What happened to chs. 42–52? Just 
skipping them?" No, we'll return to ch. 42 next Sun. But as you can see, 
today celebrating LT. As I reflected on this series (Serv & City, chs. 40–
55), didn't want to rush through Isa 53 in a single sermon or even two. 
Ergo on LT Suns we're studying this pinnacle chap in Isa's prophesy, 
savoring every morsel we can. § Isa 53, 4th Serv Song, begins at end of 
ch. 52. Composed of five stanzas w three vss each (see handout). Last 
month covered 1st stanza, this month we begin slowing down, just two 
vss. Coming months, one vs at a time. 

In order to und this psg & how it relates to idolatry of appearance, want 
to start where I ended msg last month, esp since so many were gone 
over Labor Day wknd. Where I ended: § id of Serv. Trad Jewish interp: 
Isr. Prob in last month's psg: § Serv described as high & exalted, just 
like G (cp. 6.1). Not a phrase G uses to describe his peo. Prob in today's 
psg: if Isr is serv, who is speaking? Note our msg (1). If Isr is serv, then 
who are ones proclaiming msg about Isr/the serv? & more challenging, 
to whom are they proclaiming msg? § Ergo Xian interp: summarized in 
Acts 8. Convo w Ethiopian eunuch, reading this ch, asks, Who is the 
prophet talking about, himself or someone else? Philip's reply: began w 
that very psg of Scr & told him the good news about J (34–35). Serv of 
Isa 53 is J. Now if not sure about that/simply don't agree, glad you're 
here. Want you to consider whether this interp holds for today's psg. 

Last month looked at 1st stanza, looked at Serv's life from 30,000 ft., 
encapsulated in a nutshell. 2nd stanza begins to zoom in on his life: § 
grew up (2). Describe Serv's life in a single word: unexceptional. Isa 
predicts Serv would have unexceptional childhood (2a). § tender shoot: 
sprout, little branch, perh sucker, easily snipped off by gardener. root: 
little chance of survival, struggling for life. Frankly like most children 
in world for most of human history. Modern med makes it easy to forget 
high infant mortality until recently. Ergo unexceptional, just like others. 
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More than that: unexceptional appearance (2b). § Three terms: beauty, 
majesty, appearance. Nothing about him naturally drew peo to him. Not 
taller than everyone else like King Saul, not glowing w health & having 
a fine appearance & handsome features like shepherd boy David (1Sam 
16.12), not regal & authoritative like Isr's greatest king Solomon. As 
one comm well summarizes three words here, Serv "not noticeably 
'well-built, impressive, handsome'" (Motyer, 428). Or as one study B  
puts it, "looked like an ordinary, common man" (1016). Unexceptional. 

More to it than that. Oswalt: "Real issue not whether this pers was 
good-looking, but that the way in which he set about delivering his peo 
was just as shocking & off-putting as it would be to have the ugliest 
man in a group chosen 'best-looking.' Deliverers are dominating, 
forceful, attractive peo, who by their personal magnetism draw peo to 
themselves & convince peo to do what they want them to do. Peo who 
refuse to follow that leadership frequently find themselves crushed & 
tossed aside. This man does not fit that picture at all. We are not drawn 
to him & his plans; rather, we are repulsed by him & them" (382). 

See Oswalt's pt? We're drawn to leaders who are exceptional. Want 
leaders w exceptional backgrounds that give them credibility. Someone 
like Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha, raised as a prince, comfortable 
life, left behind to find enlightenment. Or in absence of exceptional 
backgrounds, want exceptional appearance—either literally, a phys 
appearance that draws our eye, or metaphorically, a magnetism that 
draws us to them. Someone like prophet of Islam, Muhammad, tragic 
background but exceptionally powerful & persuasive. But look at what 
you have in J: unexceptional childhood, only one story given from his 
childhood—dialog w relig leaders in temple. & while certainly an 
unusual, end of story simply that he continued in submission to his 
parents. & when he launched his public min, did precisely opp of what 
we think strong leaders should do: initially attracted great crowds, kept 
confounding them, confronting them, until left w just twelve. & one of 
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them betrayed him, another denied he knew him, & all of them fled. 
Nothing attractive there, nothing to make us desire him. Unexceptional. 

To describe the Serv/M as unexceptional is unexpected to say the least, 
esp after prediction of 52.13–15. In fact, so unexpected as to be almost 
blasphemous. "How can you describe Serv/M/J as unexceptional?" Can 
only say it bc that's how Scr describes him. No wonder peo's response: 
§ incredulity (1). Who would bel that this would be Serv of G? Would 
could have predicted that arm of Y would be unexceptional? So when an 
unexceptional indiv came along, no wonder hardly anyone bel'd him. 
Obviously some bel'd, namely, the speakers. Ergo we/our. But when 
they proclaimed msg that Serv had come, hardly anyone bel'd them. 
Why didn't they bel? Bc this promised M was so unexceptional, not at 
all what they expected. Ill of gos of John: pt proven over and over. 

Makes you wonder: why an unexceptional beginning? § (1) To confront 
our idolatry of appearance. G sent J as a common man among common 
men in order to challenge our tendency to overvalue what we can see. G 
is G of beauty: all proof you need is everything around you, e.g., super 
moon/blood moon last wknd. But bc of our sin we take what is good—
beauty—& make it ultimate/worship it/sacrifice everything for it/
disregard anything that doesn't meet our standard for beauty. Ergo 
idolatry of phys appearance: indulgence in pornography even though we 
know that it funds global sex trafficking; spend inordinately on beauty 
products bc we have to look a certain way & if we don't, we can't show 
our face; look down on peo who don't meet our standard—plain, 
overweight, diseased, simply dift. Gos moves us to value peo who don't 
look "right," sit on margins of soc, looked on as worthless as sucker that 
should just be snipped off. Appearance & reality are seldom the same. 
But more to it than that. § (2) To prove saving faith requires sov work. 
If G had sent a mighty Warrior who grew up in palaces & had a 
magnetic personality & attracted a mighty army to kick Rome out of 
Palestine, everyone would have welcomed him, everyone would have 
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bel'd. But that's not how faith works: true saving faith req's true sov 
grace. Look at parallelism in v 1 §: who has bel'd/to whom has arm 
been revealed? One active (bel), one passive (been revealed);  human 
resp, divine sov. One explains other. Those who bel are those to whom 
G has revealed his arm & those to whom G has revealed his arm will 
bel. As J himself said §, No one can come to me unless the F who sent 
me draw him (Jn 6.44). Both sov & faith §: All the F gives me will come 
to me, & whoever comes to me I will never drive away (6.37). You can't 
bel unless the F draws you & once F draws you you will bel. Faith reqs 
a sov work of G. He has to reveal himself in order that you might bel. 

Encouraging word for those seeking. Been studying, reading, praying, 
listening. Great news! That you are seeking is itself an evidence of G's 
grace. So keep at it! § By G's grace, those who seek will find. Powerful 
word for those who bel. § Why are you a bel? Not bc you were so wise/
smart/intelligent, certainly not bc you were more righteous/holy/spir. 
Ult reason you're a bel: G revealed his arm to you. He opened your eyes 
to see the glory of X. He sent his Sp to germinate faith in your heart, to 
make J attractive to you, to win you to himself. § & that's what gives us 
hope in sharing gos w friends/family/co-workers. Same G who opened 
your eyes can open theirs, even most unlikely, (root in dry ground). So 
keep sharing J & pray for light. Not minimizing response of faith. But if 
you don't see G's sov hand behind your faith/author & finisher of your 
faith (Heb 12.2), then you'll either puff yourself up in arrogant self-r 
over against everyone out there who doesn't get it, or you'll sink in 
despair over inadequacy of your own faith. Friends, behind your faith 
stands a sov & loving G. He will hold you fast. § So let this truth bring 
you assurance. You who are saved are saved by faith, not bc of faith. 
You are saved bc of the gos, bc J lived life you failed to live, died death 
you should have died, rose again to give you life. By faith in that gos 
you are saved. & behind your faith stands a sov G who told you all this 
to reassure you. What this Table is all about: reassurance that broken, 
faithless sinners can be healed by the work of X.
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